New partnership between the SNSM and MaxSea International

August 10, 2012

We are proud to announce the new partnership between MaxSea International, leading company on the marine navigation software market, and the SNSM, a French non-profit organization working for our maritime security.

Together with SNSM since 2005, MaxSea expects with this partnership to contribute to the SNSM’s overall development, its crew members training and the equipment of its motorboats for sea rescue.

MaxSea will provide a MaxSea TimeZero ECS SNSM pack at an attractive rate for the new and already running motorboats, in addition to the tools and data made available at their training facilities in Saint Nazaire. This partnership will allow the SNSM to display and benefit from a whole new generation of navigation and sea rescue tools. These will include specific features developed by MaxSea, such as SAR official patterns or the integration and control of high-tech thermal research cameras (such as FLIR) for sea rescue operations from TimeZero. Out of concern for efficiency and professionalism, the SNSM will train all its crew members to use this new generation of tools at their training center and with the help of the sailing simulator based in Saint Nazaire, which already runs several versions of MaxSea TimeZero ECS SNSM.

MaxSea TimeZero ECS SNSM is now recommended for the entire SNSM fleet (all-weather lifeboats, V1, V2, V1NG, V2NG ships) as the chosen navigation software by the SNSM to train its volunteers and fulfill its mission.